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Environment
Sustainability of WangerlandTouristik GmbH
With the choice of holiday resort, promote environmental
protection and sustainability? You do just that with the
decision to spend your vacation with us in the Wangerland
North Sea. We are committed to the subject of climate and
environmental protection significantly. We take for our building
to 100% green electricity. This means that the current was
demonstrably derived from renewable energies. Our building
on the campsite and the beaches were steadily modernised in
recent years under the premise of "Refurbishment". But what
does this mean? A "refurbishment" stands for the
modernisation of a building to reduce energy consumption for
heating, hot water and ventilation. Also we work in places with
solar thermal systems or even hot water collector systems,
they are used for the heating of hot water. So, we can reduce
our energy costs. In our swimming pools in Horumersiel and
Hooksiel, we regulate the heat and power by
Blockheizkraftwerke. So the power is produced for your hair
dryer, directly on-site. Also for the lighting of our facilities, we
pay attention to environmental protection. We switch to LED
technology step-by-step. There are two electric vehicles in the
Wangerland North Sea for us starting this summer on the
road. Our "North Flitzer" can be rented 4 hours free of charge
by our guests with the North Sea ServiceCard. So, reaching
the desired destination quickly, quietly, and climate-aware.
Our host directory, our numerous flyers and brochures, and
last but not least our stationery, be printed in the future on
FSC certified paper. The climate and environment protection
is dear to all employees in our company. It is attention to
personal paper consumption and the light erased as soon as
you leave the Office.
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The Zweckverband Abfallwirtschaftszentrum
Friesland/Wittmund is a municipal disposal
company of the two districts of Friesland,
Wittmund, which has existed since 1974 with a
break of 2 years (temporary district reform).
In the framework of the waste management
centre, a landfill, a leachate treatment plant, a
composting plant and a mechanical biological
waste treatment plant (MBA) be operated in
Wiefels (municipality of Wangerland).
In treatment plants, approximately 140,000 tons
waste are treated every year. Between 70,000 and
80,000 tons of treated or mineral wastes are
deposited annually on the landfill. All systems
comply with the statutory requirements and the
latest of technology.
The mechanical biological waste
treatment plant handles the
household waste from the districts of
Friesland, Wittmund and
Cloppenburg, like the cities of
Wilhelmshaven, Oldenburg and
Delmenhorst. Total approximately
630,000 citizens are connected to
this system which is about eight
percent of the lower Saxon
population. Through the anaerobic
digestion of domestic waste in the
MBA 11.5 million produced today
kW of electricity per year!
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Since September 6th, 2012 is the open-space system of solar energy Mederns GmbH, a
subsidiary of wind park Bassens and citizen Windpark Bassens GmbH, to the network.
On Saturday celebrated the 470 owner and the Managing Director of Johann Dirks and
Johann Oberoi with guests from politics and the Medernsern official opening.
The plant on the former site of the Bundeswehr Northwest from Mederns is around
seven acres, has 17 000 modules and a performance of 4032 kilowatts. Power plant per
year is expected to produce 3.8 million kilowatt hours, enough to supply about 900
average households. The investment volume of GmbH amounted to EUR 7.3 million.
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friesenenergie GmbH
The ecological energy provider from the coastall region. Our basic principle ist clean, fair and favorable.
The friesenenergie is an independent municipal and ecological energy supply enterprise of the Gemeindewerke Wangerland GmbH, die municipalities of
Spiekeroog and Wangerooge as well as the City of Jever.
How does the Idea of an ecological energy supply enterprise originate?The idea arose in 2009, when several coal plants have been planned on the
North Sea coast and the community Wangerland made serious concerns about the health of residents and holiday guests. Driven by the vision of Germany in
the medium term to be able to supply with renewable energies completely, the community Wangerland decided in 2010 a private, ecological energy supply
companies, namely to establish friesenenergie. In the following two years occurred in three other municipalities of friesenenergie.
The need of the change to renewable energies found out in March 2011 by the nuclear disaster in Fukushima sad confirmation. As a touristy and agricultural
stamped community we see ourselves in the obligation to the following generations to hand over a healthy environment. Our children and grandchildren want
to enjoy the fresh sea air, the endless beaches, the vast land and the mud flats. Al over the Country many customers support us in which they receive quality
electricity from renewable sources by us.
That casually jumps also a savings for the wallet out is more beautiful. There is a misconception that clean power is more expensive than coal and nuclear
power. As an independent power company, we can react quickly to the market and don’t need to serve any shareholders with high dividend operate.
"friesenenergiewende" - probably unique in Germany
Beside the distribution of electricity and gas customers can profit from the unique service, the friesenergiewende.
Together with the craft we help our customers to save energy in the fields of "home, leisure and professional". These includes, for example, the renovation of
the heating system, the inner and outer insulation of buildings, replacement of windows and doors, upgrading the lighting to LED, the installation of PV
systems, replacement of power-hungry appliances, e-bikes and e-cars as well as the professional energy consulting.
The special on this occasion?
Who wants can take a premium partner discount and once-affordable financing option.
As an friesenenergie customer you can get craft 5% on the cost of labor and 5% on the selling price of products such as bicycles, bulbs and electrical
appliances.
With a financing volume from 5,000 to 30,000 EUR, the interest and principal payments amount to only 1% of total investments. The running time is far less
than 10 years and the lucrative funding applications (for example, KfW), we provide for our customers.
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Already on June 6, 1986, the founding year of the National Park
"Wadden Sea" opened the Wangerland Touristik, the community
Wangerland and the Protective Association German North Sea Coast in
Horumersiel one of the first information centres of the National Park
"Wadden Sea". In April 1990 the official National Park facility was
allowed to carry the name National Park House Wangerland. With the
move in 2000 to Minsen and building an even more attractive Wadden
Sea exhibition the title National Park House unfortunately was lost.
The land grants were canceled. Even today, the North Sea House
Wangerland has to do without state subsidies.
In 2015/2016 the Wadden Sea House was completely rebuilt and
redesigned. On March 20, 2016 it was officially reopened.

In autumn 2010, the Research Station UNESCO World Heritage Wadden Sea
as an external location of the North Sea House Wangerland was opened on
the camping and beach terrain in Schillig.
In the research station the whole biological diversity and the uniqueness of the
unique natural beauty and habitat Wadden Sea should be brought closer to
the visitors.The expert staff working there keep materials ready for
microscopy. Gladly interested persons can bring their own beach finds for
determining.
During expeditions that start at the research station, the participants will learn
about the importance of the National Park, for example, for the birds, but also
as a food source for countless microorganisms and take samples on site. With
these samples groups then return in order to analyse in all peace and to learn20
something about the food pyramid.
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From the beginning, the steering group "Earth and flood" sought to inform a targeted external
representation to citizens and thus encourage them to participate.
For this purpose a whole range of options exists and is used intensively.
Editors of regional newspapers were successfully asked to participate in the steering group. Thereby the
direct contact and exchange of information are given in an outstanding manner.
The newspapers report comprehensive, positive and timely. The Wilhelmshaven Zeitung, the Jeversche
Wochenblatt and the Nordwest Zeitung report regularly.

In addition, every opportunity is used to make the Wangerland and the project "Earth and flood" advertising. Thus, inter alia, the opportunity was taken at the
International Garden Festival in Hamburg to set up its own stand.
But also with other unusual ideas and actions the Wangerland is promoted within the project "Earth and flood". Here are some examples:
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Wangerland consists in their present state of area since July 1, 1972. It was formed
in the course of the municipal reform of Lower Saxony from the previous independent
communities Hohenkirchen, Hooksiel, Carolinensiel, Tettens, and Waddewarden as
a municipality. The municipality is the northernmost part of the District of Friesland.
In the North and East it borders on the North Sea, in the West on the town of
Wittmund. In the South and Southeast, Wangerland is limited by the town Jever, the
city of Schortens, and the town of Wilhelmshaven. The municipality can be reached via the motorway A29 (exit
Horumersiel/Schillig) and State Road 810. Administrative centre is the State-recognized resort Hohenkirchen.
The municipality of Wangerland has an extension of about 176 sq km in a number of approximately 10 200 inhabitants,
making it the biggest town in the District of Friesland. The population is largely Evangelical denomination (90%). The
municipality is predominantly rural in character. The agricultural land is 15124 hectares. These are about 1/3 of farmland
and 2/3 green country.
Furthermore, the municipality of Wangerland has become in recent years a significant tourism community with a number
of overnight by more than 1.9 million. In addition to the Northern seaside resort of Horumersiel-Schillig and the coastal
resorts of Hooksiel and Carolinensiel Förrien, also inland is increasingly visited by holidaymakers. Also trading and craft
have claimed is pleasant. The existing industrial estates provide good opportunities for growth craft and commercial.
Here in the area of the municipality of Wangerland people feel, who love the rough nature of the coast, the sea, the fresh
breeze, the salty air and the vastness of this unique wetland area.
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The holiday country Wangerland...
with the Northern seaside resort of HORUMERSIEL-SCHILLIG and the coastal
beach resorts of HOOKSIEL and MINSEN-FÖRRIEN, as well as the resort
HOHENKIRCHEN is one of the leading holiday regions of the North Sea.
Places several times for their family holiday offer excellent have almost all the
facilities that can be expected of a modern resort. Extensive beach resorts and
campgrounds, each with separate sections for dogs and NUDIST - children's
playgrounds, swimming pools, libraries, Spa concerts, all kinds of water sports
and a very extensive events and entertainment for the whole family draw the
Wangerland from.
More than 12.000 beds in all categories and a versatile high-performance
advertising diversity with the hospitality typical for Friesland make it so popular
the Wangerland not only for families with children.
The Wangerland 2015 again cracked the two million mark with his overnight
stays: with 2 025 834 nights in 2015 the resort town is behind Borkum and
Norderney ranked three in the Weser-EMS region. Wangerland Touristik GmbH
(WTG) 2 001 020 nights had counted in last year 2014 - 2015 once again there
was a slight increase of 1.24 percent
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North Sea camp Schillig is one of the oldest and largest
campsites in Germany. A camping holiday in the Wangerland
North Sea is an unforgettable experience for the whole family.
North Sea camp Hooksiel and North Sea camping Schillig
have a long tradition. Then, as now, it is the special
geographical position, which makes these places so popular.
Mother nature has given rise here a sandy beach of unusual
proportions. The almost four kilometer-long "camper-friendliest
Beach" (picture on Sunday, rücksicht) drops flat to the sea, so
that it is suitable for children.
On this huge site, there is a dragon lawn with a kitesurfing
school, as well as areas for dogs and nudists. All types of
beach and water sports are possible and guided mudflat
hikings are offered at low tide. There are Nordic walking routes
of over 100 kilometers in length and Nordic walking courses
take place in the context of the daily Sportprogrammes.
Ecclesiastical institutions, the children's Playhouse "Seesternchen",
and in the 400-square-metre "Camper tent" is something for the
whole family.
Along the beach promenade you can Spa, which also can be used
for free by campers and users of a mobile home pitch, which is
located next to the campsite, Horumersiel spa gardens, a Kursaal
for events and leisure bath Friesland.
The North Sea camping site, which is located directly to the
UNESCO world natural heritage site Wadden Sea, has all the
facilities one would expect from a four star place. Each pitch has a
direct connection for electricity, water and drainage (incl.
consumption), modern sanitary facilities with private children's
sanitary area, camping library, playgrounds, football area, Wi-Fi,
self-service market, restaurant and much more.
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